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Learning

To use a construction kit to
develop a working product
from a principle.

Student’s book

Gears, page 153
Holding, supporting,
attaching and adjusting,
pages 154–155
Assembly guide, pages 156–
157

Timing

Part 1: I hour 20 minutes
Part 2: 2 hours 40 minutes

Equipment and materials

For Part 1
• construction kit, including

DC motor and power
source

For Part 2A
• a selection of mechanical

components: resistant
materials, fastenings
(temporary and
permanent)

• a DC motor and power
source

For Part 2B
• construction kit, including

a range of drivers, such as
DC motor, clockwork
motor, pneumatic
cylinder, ram rod

Type of task

New

Other subjects

Mathematics, Science
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Part 1 Producing a mechanism that walks
using a construction kit
1 Using a construction kit, design, assemble and test the mechanism

for a walking toy which is powered by an electric motor.

2 Use the gear and linkage system shown here to make the legs
move. Each leg will have its own system.

3 As the gears turn, the foot moves in a circular path.

4 You will need to decide:

• how to connect the
motor to the mechanism

• how to reduce the speed
and increase the output
force from the motor
(refer to Chooser Chart,
pages 158–159)

• to which axle to connect
the motor

• whether to use two legs
or four legs

• whether to arrange the
gears vertically (above)
or horizontally

One foot must be going down while the other goes up

idler gear (makes the other two gears rotate
in the same direction as each other)

linkage = foot

foot
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5 Put together a written evaluation of the performance of your
walking mechanism and suggest how you would improve it.

• Is it stable?
• How fast does it walk?
• How strongly does it walk?

6 Evaluate the appeal of your walking mechanism by describing what
pleases you.

7 Draw or photograph the mechanism. Add labels with notes showing
how it walks.

Part 2
Choose between Part 2A and Part 2B.

Part 2A: Making your mechanism from scratch

1 Work out how to make the mechanisms in your construction kit
from resistant materials and components.

2 Choose a user group, and design a body for the toy to give it an
identity, for example, human, animal, science fictional being.
Consider what feelings/behaviours your toy might encourage in users.

3 Produce the working toy.

4 List the materials and components that you used. Note why you chose each one. Refer to Chooser Chart,
pages 158–159

5 Make a set of working drawings which would allow someone else to make the toy.

6 Evaluate the toy. If possible, ask a member of the likely user group to test it, and record their opinions.

7 Draw or photograph the finished toy. Add labels with notes showing how it works

Part 2B: Designing a new walking mechanism using a construction kit

1 Design and make a new walking mechanism using a construction kit. Here are some options:
• a different walking mechanism, for example, 4-bar linkage, cam, pneumatic cylinders
• a different number of legs
• a different driver, for example, elastic band, clockwork motor, pneumatic cylinder, ram rod

2 Put together a written evaluation of the performance of your walking mechanism.
• Is it stable?
• How fast does it walk?
• How strongly does it walk?
Suggest how you would improve the mechanism.

3 What would you advise someone just about to start the task?

4 Make a set of working drawings which would allow someone else to make the toy.

5 Draw or photograph the finished toy.
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right legleft leg

stabiliser foot

If each foot has to support the whole toy
on its own, then the feet must have
stabilisers which face sideways




